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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) provides the opportunity to collect, process and analyze data. This opportunity helps to understand preferences and life patterns of individuals in order to offer them customized services. However, privacy has become a significant issue due to the personal nature of the knowledge derived from these data and the involved potential risks. Despite the increasing legislation pressure, few proposed solutions have dealt with the privacy requirements, such as consent and choice, purpose specification, and collection limitation. In this paper, we propose a privacy ontology in order to incorporate privacy legislation into privacy policies while considering several privacy requirements. Our proposed ontology aims both at making the smart devices more autonomous and able to infer data access rights and enforcing the privacy policy compliance at the execution level. We implemented and evaluated our privacy ontology based on a healthcare scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

IoT connects and shares data collected from smart devices, such as medical and household appliances. By 2020, the number of connected devices is expected to reach 50 Billion [2]. This rise represents an opportunity for the IoT to improve the efficiency and the quality of life and provide everyday conveniences to the users [7].

Usually, IoT requires the collaboration of several parties to perform a common task. For instance, medical wearable devices have been developed to sense and collect individuals’ vital signs. Those latter can be remotely monitored through applications. However, the collected and shared data are full of sensitive data. Therefore, the data owner wishes not to share them with all these heterogeneous organizations without retaining some level of control.

The privacy violation risks and the legislation pressure force both the data owner and the requester to preserve the privacy of the shared data. However, matching the data owner’s preferences and the requester’s access query requires the use of the same privacy vocabulary that describes the privacy requirements. This matching enables the creation of a common privacy policy that can be applied to preserve the data owner privacy in the IoT environment while handling his data.

To express such privacy vocabulary, we propose to define a European legal compliant ontology to preserve privacy for IoT, called LIoPY. Our ontology will identify and define the basic concepts for the description of privacy requirements. Moreover, the data owner has often not enough experience and expertise in the privacy domain to take advantage of his legal rights [10]. For this reason, semantic modeling becomes fundamental to infer the required privacy obligations that are added to the privacy policy to be performed on the shared data.

Privacy of personal information, as defined by the NIS-TIR [12], involves the right to control when, where, how, to whom, and to what extent an individual shares his own personal information, as well as the right to access personal information given to others, to correct it. All these privacy requirements exist in the European regulation [10] and privacy standards [5] [9]. In our work, ‘privacy requirements’ means the obligations that must be fulfilled by all the involved parties, such as the data owner, requester, and cloud storage service in the process of personal data treatment to preserve the privacy during the whole data lifecycle, covering the collection, transmission, storage and processing phases. To our knowledge, existing solutions, which propose ontology-based privacy preserving in IoT focus only on who can access the data collected by smart devices and usually do not address the whole data lifecycle. However, addressing only access control at processing time is not enough to preserve privacy [10].

Motivated by the above legal rights and missing works, we focus on the privacy requirements to preserve privacy driven by legislation [10] and standard [5] during the whole data lifecycle. We look at how to incorporate these privacy requirements and obligations into a privacy end-to-end model for the IoT environment. To this end, we propose the definition of a privacy ontology, called LIoPY combined with standard reasoning technologies to address the privacy requirement compliance from an end-to-end view. In fact, our proposal involves the right of each owner to control and keep the data ownership once his data are shared by defining his privacy preferences related to the collection, transmission, storage and use phases.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the literature and discusses the ontology-based solutions for preserving privacy in the IoT applications. Section 3 describes our proposed ontology, called LIoPY to preserve privacy by detailing the main LIoPY modules. The system architecture is then presented in Section 4. Section 5 experiments our LIoPY on a healthcare scenario. Section 6 concludes the paper and presents some future endeavors.
II. RELATED WORK

Current research approaches used the expressive power of semantics and ontologies to preserve privacy in the IoT environment. We can distinguish between two categories, namely (i) ontology-based IoT resource description [1][3][6][14] that focused on illustrating the IoT resources but omitting reasoning over privacy policies and (ii) privacy-aware access control [4] that focused only on who can access the generated data by the IoT resources at processing time.

Bermudez et al. [1] proposed an instantiation of the semantic sensor network (SSN) ontology [3], called IoT-Lite that describe key IoT concepts allowing interoperability and discovery of sensed data in heterogeneous IoT platforms by a lightweight semantics. Kotis and Katasonov [6] proposed an ontology to present the abstraction of smart entities, which are sensing/actuating devices that observe some features of interest or act on some other entities, and control entities, which are applications that use the sensed data from the smart entities. The proposed ontology aimed at supporting the automated deployment of control entities in settings where smart entities have been already deployed. The above-mentioned schemes achieved the modeling establishment and initial reasoning, but did not take into account the IoT privacy issue.

Wang et al. [14] proposed an Ontology-based Resource Description Model (ORDM) that describes resources in the IoT environment, which are described by the attribute, state, control, historical information and privacy classes. The Attribute class defines the inherent information of the device, such as the device type, model, and range of the sensed values. The data description is made in the State class, which provides the current data captured by the sensor. The Privacy class protects the device from illegal access or control. However, ORDM did not offer a fine-grained access control to the sensed data. Indeed, the users that can access the IoT resource are fixed in this ontology without any reasoning or clear criteria. Moreover, the authors did not deal with data resource sharing during the data processing phase. Furthermore, only access and control authorities are considered as privacy requirements. ORDM did not consider the rest of privacy requirements, such as purpose specification, retention, and disclosure limitation.

Hosseinzadeh et al. [4] proposed a context-aware, role-based access control model for smart spaces in the healthcare domain. The access control scheme is modeled using ontological techniques and the Web Ontology Language (OWL). It supports automatic data reasoning and inferring. There are two sets of rules, namely rules designed by the administrator, and rules defined by the user to protect personal data. A central access control service makes all decisions about the access rights. However, the authors did not deal with the whole data lifecycle. They just focus on the processing data phase. Besides, some privacy requirements, such as patient’s consent, retention, and disclosure limitation are ignored in this work.

To sum up, it can be said that the existing solutions concerning ontology-based for preserving privacy in IoT did not address the whole data lifecycle. Moreover, they focus only on who can access the data sensed by smart devices. Despite the progress made by the discussed solutions, it seems necessary to propose a novel approach that covers the whole data lifecycle and preserves privacy by involving the different privacy requirements that are cited in legislation [10] and privacy standards [5][9]. Moreover, smart devices need to become autonomous by giving them the capability to infer access rights according to the owner’s privacy preferences. Thus, we propose LIoPY, a European legal compliant ontology for IoT privacy-preserving that provides a solution for overcoming the aforementioned existing model limitations.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL IOT PRIVACY ONTOLOGY (LIoPY)

IoT is an open and dynamic environment where smart devices collaborate with one another to perform high-level tasks. We choose to describe the IoT data using the ontology in order to abstract the implementation issues and to identify and define the basic concepts for the description of privacy aspects in a domain-independent manner. Moreover, the use of ontology enables us to resolve the interoperability issue on different concepts used by different IoT actors and resources across heterogeneous domains to define the shared data.

The main purpose of proposing our ontology is to protect privacy during the whole process of collecting, transmitting, storing, and processing the collected data by smart devices. We use standard ontology languages to define a common privacy vocabulary combined with standard reasoning technologies based on description logic to address the privacy requirements.

Moreover, in order to be as interoperable as possible, LIoPY imports the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [3] to point out to some classes and extend it with some privacy and security properties. SSN is published and recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). SSN includes a lightweight but self-contained core ontology called SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator). Although the SSN ontology presents knowledge in the domain of sensor networks, it lacks the relevant definitions to preserve privacy.

Ontology modularization is a common method used in ontology engineering to segment an ontology into smaller parts. Figure 1 shows an overview of LIoPY. In order to cover the whole privacy aspects, LIoPY contains three main modules,
namely IoT description, IoT resource management, and IoT resource result sharing management. Each module includes a set of sub-modules. It aims at providing the LIoPY users with the knowledge they require, reducing the scope as much as possible to what is strictly necessary in a given use case.

A. IoT Description Module

The IoT Description Module describes the IoT environment. It includes five sub-modules, namely (i) IoT Collaborators, which includes the different involved parties that collaborate together in order to achieve a common goal in the IoT domain, (ii) IoT Resources, which focus on modeling sensors and sensor network, (iii) Result, which describes the output produced by the IoT resources, (iv) Physical Location, which includes the storage location of the IoT resource results and data owner’s preferences, and (v) Feature, which describes the features of both the IoT resources and their results. Figure 2 shows the defined classes of the IoT description module and the relationships among them. We reuse some concepts of the SSN Ontology [3] and extend it with a new class (Sensed Data class) in order to facilitate the access, use, and verification of the information generated by IoT resources.

We will detail below the second module, which aims at preserving privacy before and during the collection phase.

B. IoT Resource Management Module

The IoT Resource Management module helps the owner to better control his IoT resources and their results. Hence, this module includes two sub-modules, namely:

1) Privacy Standard and Legislation sub-module: The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [9] and the ISO standard [5] provides several principles that enable individuals to express their privacy requirements and place obligations on organizations to follow. Moreover, the European Regulation [10] embed these principles.

Based on the NISTIR privacy definition [12] and the studied principles, we define the Privacy Attribute class. Table I presents the Privacy Attribute subclasses.

2) Owner’s Privacy Preferences sub-module: This sub-module helps the owner to define the rules to preserve the privacy of his collected data and to express his privacy preferences on how his smart devices must behave. It includes both the Privacy Rule and Privacy Permission Setting classes.

a) Privacy Rule Class: It specifies how the shared data must be handled by requesters. To this end, one or more rules can be associated with each device output using the object property hasPrivacyRule. We represent the Privacy Rule class, denoted as PRule, as a tuple of the following form: PRule = < cons, pAtt, obl >

The data owner consent, denoted as cons, is an element of the predefined set of individuals of the Consent class, denoted as CONS = \{NeedForConsent, NoNeedForConsent\}. It specifies if an explicit data owner’s consent is mandatory or not in order to apply the privacy rule.

Moreover, for each privacy rule and by using the hasPrivacyAttribute, several privacy attributes pAtt \in PATT, can be defined to preserve data owner’s privacy, with pAtt = \{purpose, retention, disclosure, operation, condition\}. Each attribute value belongs to the set of its predefined values. For example, the purpose attribute belongs to the set of individuals of the Purpose class: purp \in \{Statistical, Research, Treatment\}.

Furthermore, a privacy obligation, denoted as obl, can be associated with each privacy rule.

b) Privacy Permission Setting Class: Privacy of the person, as defined by NISTIR [12], is the right to control the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privacy Attribute Subclass</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Reasons for requesting data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>Time duration for storing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Allowed usage on the shared data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>Explicit data owner acceptance for sharing data with third parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Required circumstance, such as data owner age, technical capabilities, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
integrity of his body. It covers physical requirements, health problems, and required medical devices. In order to guarantee this right, our ontology enables the definition of some settings to manage smart devices and their generated results. To this end, we propose the **Privacy_Permission_Setting** class that expresses the data owner privacy preferences on how his smart devices must behave according to each **Device_Output**.

These privacy permission settings are defined by the data owner before the beginning of the collection phase. These permission settings will be locally stored and regularly verified before allowing any device to communicate with other devices or connect to the Internet. The permission setting verification leads to enforce data owner control on his devices and rapidly detect any malicious attempt by analyzing the device behavior.

We will look at the last LIoPY module, which aims at preserving privacy during the rest of the data lifecycle, namely the transmission, storage, and processing phases.

C. IoT Resource Result Sharing Management Module

The IoT Resource Result Sharing Management Module presents how the data must be handled once shared. A set of privacy obligations, such as cryptography, data anonymization, and noise addition should be applied to the data before sharing them with third parties. Indeed, we define the object property **hasAccessDecision** that have the **Privacy_Obligation** class as the domain and the **Decision** class as the range instantiated as **Permit** or **Deny**. Moreover, we propose the **Access_Request** class that uses the same privacy attribute set with the privacy rule to generate a **Privacy_Policy** that defines how the data can be handled if the access request is accepted. Figure 3 depicts the **Privacy_Policy** properties.

![Privacy Policy properties](Image)

Some relationship cannot be expressed in the OWL. For this, we use the semantic web rule language, SWRL, to define a set of inference rules, which are built upon the different LIoPY’s concepts and properties. Our reasoning process is based on a set of SWRL rules and ontology classes to infer privacy policies for different possible data sharing cases in the real world. We present below our algorithm and inference rules.

IV. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 4 shows our proposed architecture that enables preserving privacy using our defined LIoPY ontology. The architecture includes three involved parties, namely cloud storage, data requester, and data owner. LIoPY is stored on the cloud storage and shared between all the involved parties. We assume that the cloud storage is a private one. Thus, it offers sufficient security level in order to protect the shared LIoPY against any malicious attempts to alter the ontology concepts and/or its inference rules. The data requester uses his portal to create and send his access request to the data owner portal. The data owner uses his portal via his gateway to define his preferences about each device output. The data owner can define two types of preferences, namely permission settings and privacy rules. When an access request is received, the data owner portal communicates with the semantic rule engine, which is responsible for reasoning about the received request and, then taking a decision to create or not a privacy policy. During the reasoning process, the semantic rule engine evaluates the access request by following the described algorithm (see Algorithm 1) using our predefined set of SWRL rules. In case of a match between the access request and the appropriate privacy rules, a privacy policy is created and sent to the data requester portal that will permit any actions on data only if it is allowed in the privacy policy.

A. The reasoning process

Authorization access decisions are taken during the reasoning process to derive the **Privacy_Policy**. Instantiating a **Privacy_Policy** class is the result of a successful privacy policy matching between the data owner’s rules (**Privacy_Rule** class) and requester’s access request (**Access_Request** class) using the defined privacy attributes (**Privacy_Attribute** class). So, we define **Privacy Attribute Matching** Algorithm (see Alg.1).

Algorithm 1 takes as input the data requester’s access request and returns the instantiated privacy policy if there is a match. First, the semantic rule engine checks if its related smart devices collect the requested data using its set of device outputs **DeviceOutputs**. If no, it returns an empty privacy policy. Otherwise, it retrieves the appropriate rules. Then, it matches the data owner’s privacy rules and the requester’s access request to instantiate a privacy policy. In case of a match, a privacy policy is created. It defines how the shared data can be handled by the data requester.

In our work, the data owner can define his data sensitivity and his preferences about how his shared data must be handled by consumers. However, he generally has not enough expertise in the privacy domain to choose the appropriate privacy obligations for his shared data. For this purpose, we are based on the existing privacy legislation [10] and standards [5] [9].
Algorithm 1: Privacy_Policy

1  foreach (output in DeviceOutputs) do
2      if (output=ARequest.requested_data) then
3          RulesforRequest+= output.hasPrivacyRule
4      end
5  end
6  return PPolicy

7  foreach (rule for Request in RulesforRequest) do
8      if (rule for Request.conse=NoNeedForConsent or ARequest.hasConsent(ResponseDecision==Permit)) then
9          foreach (pAtt in PATT) do
10             switch pAtt do
11                case Purpose : Disclosure : Operation then
12                    if (rule for Request.pAtt.attribute_level < ARequest.pAtt.attribute_level) then
13                        return PPolicy
14                    end
15                end
16                case Retention do
17                    if (rule for Request.pAtt.ret_duration < ARequest.pAtt.ret_duration) then
18                        return PPolicy
19                    end
20                end
21                case Condition do
22                    if (rule for Request.pAtt.allowedRole != ARequest.hasInitiator.hasRole) then
23                        return PPolicy
24                    end
25                end
26            end
27            RulesforPolicy+= rule for Request
28  end
29  end
30  do
31     PPolicy=createPPolicy(output,RulesforPolicy,ARequest,Permit)
32  return PPolicy
33 end

PPolicy=Privacy_Policy hasAccessDecision(Permit) ∧ take_effect_date(...) ∧
hasAccessRequest(..., ar) ∧ Retention(...) ∧ hasIntentionPrivacyAttribute(..., ?ar) ∧
retention_duration_per_day(...) ∧
temporal:duration(..., "now", ... ...) ∧
swrlb:equal(...) → hasAccessDecision(...)
process succeed at inferring a privacy policy in case of a match between privacy rules and a request.

After proving the LIoPY feasibility, we conduct some experiments to measure the performance of our solution. To this end, we intend to evaluate if the computing time of reasoning is acceptable by making several tests using a different number of individuals. Hence, we perform an experiment to measure the required time to check and create the privacy policy for two different types of requests: monitor vital sign for normal condition and read position in the emergency case. The number of individuals increases from 50 to 1000. The response time is equal to the consistency checking plus reasoning time. Figure 6 shows the response time of a privacy policy derivation in normal and emergency contexts. The response time varies from 20 to 180 ms. We observe that our solution can support a large number of individuals within a reasonable reasoning time. For both request types, the difference between having 50 individuals and 1000 individuals is around few milliseconds. This lets us conclude that the increase of individuals does not affect the performance of our solution. Moreover, the linearity property behind these results means that a better computer system setting would obtain a lower reasoning time.

The obtained results demonstrate the LIoPY capability to be instantiated in a real environment for preserving IoT privacy, while overcoming the existing model limitations [1] [4].

VI. CONCLUSION

IoT emergence presents an opportunity to improve efficiency and quality of life to the users. However, the analysis of the detailed data generated by the IoT resources raises the privacy risks. Semantic modeling is a used solution to give the data owner the control over his data. Moreover, the data owner has not enough experience and expertise in the privacy domain to take advantage of his legal rights. Thus, semantic modeling becomes fundamental to infer the required privacy obligations to preserve privacy. For these reasons, we have proposed a new privacy ontology called LIoPY that aims at defining a common privacy vocabulary combined with standard reasoning technologies based on description logic to address the privacy requirements in the IoT environment. LIoPY is defined over standardized concepts that are extended to protect privacy during the whole lifecycle of the collected data by the IoT resources. LIoPY is experimented in the healthcare context, but it can be applied in other IoT contexts.

Our privacy ontology is developed in an ongoing IoT research project. In our future work, we intend to improve our inference system by proposing new rules ensuring rules conflict detection, such as duplication and contradiction. Besides, we plan to propose a privacy query rewriting algorithm to apply privacy obligations before sharing the device outputs.
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